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Enjoy the benefits of a standing desk at a fraction of the 
typical cost with the Level Up 32 from Luxor. This pneumatic, 
height-adjustable standing desk converter comes fully 
assembled and ready to use. Simply place it on top of your 
current desk, table or work surface and have it operating  
in minutes.

The Level Up easily adjusts to the exact height you need for 
correct posture and a more productive workspace. A gentle 
squeeze of the pneumatic air cylinder's handle quietly and 
effortlessly adjusts your desktop converter from a seated to 
standing position in just seconds. Even when fully extended, 
the stability and durability of the Level Up means no tipping, 
bouncing, or wobbling. Its generously-sized surface efficiently 
accommodates a laptop, monitor, a keyboard, mouse, and 
other accessories up to 20 lbs. Plus, its fold-flat design makes 
it portable and easy to store when not in use.

Features:

• Transitions seamlessly from sitting to standing in 
seconds with pneumatic air cylinder height adjustment

• Desktop accomodates dual monitors, a keyboard, 
mouse, and accessories up to 20 lbs.

• Remains stable even at maximum height of 15.75"

• Chamfered edges keep wrists comfortable while typing 
and working

• Comes preassembled and can be easily added to  
any surface

LEVEL UP PNEUMATIC ADJUSTABLE 
DESKTOP DESK - BLACK

LVLUP32-BK

STANDING DESK CONVERTERS

Dimensions:

• Overall: 29" W x 17.75" D x 1.75" to 15.75" H

• Shelf: 29" W x 17.75" D

• Base: 27.5" W x 15" D
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LVLUP32-BK

Level Up Pneumatic 
Adjustable Desktop Desk

Create a healthy workspace right 
where you stand with Luxor's economical 
Level Up 32.


